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Summary of Findings 
 E-commerce developers and industry 

specialists said use of online and mobile 
shopping is growing, benefiting both eBay 
Inc. (EBAY) and Amazon.com Inc. (AMZN). 

 Twenty-five of 27 sources view eBay’s 
fixed-price format as a positive for the 
company. Large online retail sources said 
eBay’s fixed-priced option has led to a 
product assortment that includes well-
known brands at prices below the 
minimum advertised levels. 

 Only two sources think eBay’s 
marketplace updates will allow the 
company to take market share from 
Amazon’s Services. 

 eBay’s first-to-market advantage in 
mobile apps will be short-lived. 
Competitors are planning to offer apps 
similar to eBay Mobile in order to meet 
consumers’ growing m-commerce 
demand. 

 eBay’s marketplace suffers from a 
tarnished reputation. Even its exclusive 
users have complaints. In contrast, 
sources said shopping and selling on 
Amazon are efficient and streamlined. 

 Ten sources offered mixed opinions on 
Google Inc.’s (GOOG) recent policy 
changes in which paid listings now 
appear first in its Shopping product. Six 
sources were positive on the changes 
based on the large base of Google search 
users. Four others said Google is late to 
e-commerce and that its fees could 
create merchant pushback and lost trust 
among consumers. 

 Of the three sources who discussed 
Fulfillment by Amazon, two praised the 
service but the third stopped using it 
because of cost. 

Silo Summaries 
1) MARKETPLACE DEVELOPERS/COMPETITORS 
These seven sources said greater use of online and mobile shopping has created room 
for both Amazon and eBay. eBay’s recent changes and market share expansion have 
not been at the expense of Amazon. Also, eBay’s advantage of being first to market 
with eBay Mobile will be short-lived. Much praise was bestowed on Amazon, including 
for its status as the default e-commerce provider, its efficient purchasing process and 
its large retail reach. Sources were mixed regarding Google’s effects on the online and 
mobile shopping markets.  
 
2) INDUSTRY SPECIALISTS 
These five sources said the boost in online and mobile shopping will benefit both eBay 
and Amazon. eBay’s mobile app and focus on fixed pricing may provide a short-term 
advantage, but other retailers soon will have their own mobile options. A marketing 
professor described eBay as a minor player in fixed pricing, and said it will need to 
significantly change consumers’ perception of the company. One source said Google 
Shopping may make some progress in online shopping, but two others said fee 
changes to Google Shopping may result in merchant pushback and a loss of 
consumers’ trust. 
 
3) AMAZON & EBAY BUYER & SELLERS 
Six of these seven sources think eBay will benefit from its fixed-price format, but only 
one source said the option will allow eBay to take share from Amazon. Another source 
views eBay and Amazon as becoming the same and has seen retailers doing business 
on both sites. Amazon was praised for being merchant-friendly and offering product 
descriptions, quick fulfillment and on-time delivery. eBay’s reputation is somewhat 
tarnished by its product description discrepancies, its flea market feel, and its lack of 
responsibility for products sold on its site. Also, its first-to-market advantage in offering 
a mobile app will be short-lived. Three sources discussed using Fulfillment by Amazon 
(FBA) services: One seller described FBA fees as too expensive, but another was 
satisfied with the service. The third source prefers to purchase a product directly from 
Amazon, but said FBA is better than fulfillment by seller.  
 
4) AMAZON SELLERS AND BUYERS 
Three of these four sources offered positive opinions on eBay’s fixed-pricing option. 
One said eBay is well positioned against Amazon, and is considering setting up an eBay 
storefront. The other two believe eBay will benefit from offering fixed pricing but will not 
affect Amazon’s share because of the latter’s low prices, product review content and 
loyal customer base. eBay’s image is hurt by its dealings with individual sellers. Mobile 
apps and mobile sites are part of the future, and Amazon’s app is of particular value 
because of its consumer reviews. 
 
5) EBAY SELLERS AND BUYERS 
Two of these four sources said eBay’s fixed-pricing format will provide a boost to the 
company. Antiques, specialty items and one-of-a-kind items are eBay’s strongest 
product categories. eBay has been hit with numerous complaints, including about its 
high fees, recent search changes, and its tendency to side with buyers in a dispute. 
 
6) INTERNET POLL OF ONLINE BUYERS AND/OR SELLERS 
On Sept. 13–15, 265 eBay and Amazon users responded to Blueshift’s poll. Seventy-
nine percent prefer using Amazon for online transactions and 71% plan to increase 
their online shopping this holiday season year to year. Only 21% have used Google 
Shopping, and yet 62% of respondents think Google can challenge Amazon and eBay. 

Research Question: 

Is eBay, fueled by its mobile app and fixed-price format, taking market share from 
Amazon? 

mailto:df@blueshiftideas.com
http://pages.ebay.com/help/sell/fixed-price.html
http://stores.ebay.com/
http://stores.ebay.com/
http://www.amazonservices.com/content/sell-on-amazon.htm/ref=footer_soa?ld=AZFSSOA
http://mobile.ebay.com/
http://mashable.com/2012/05/31/google-overhaul-shopping-service/
http://www.google.com/shopping?hl=en&tab=wf
http://www.amazonservices.com/content/fulfillment-by-amazon.htm?ld=AZFBAEnumSearch
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Background 
Blueshift Research’s Nov. 22, 2011, report on eBay’s and Amazon’s marketplaces revealed that e-commerce developers 
thought each company was maintaining share. Buyer and seller sources were pleased with Amazon but were looking for 
alternatives to eBay. Both Amazon and eBay have implemented new initiatives to make their platforms more appealing. eBay 
has increased its emphasis on mobile transactions and fixed pricing, which eBay management credited as helping revenue to 
increase during the second quarter. Amazon has added Amazon Lockers and new distributions centers. Meanwhile, Google 
recently instituted a policy change to its marketplace business by charging merchants for product listings on its Google 
Shopping product. 
 
 
CURRENT RESEARCH 
In this next study, Blueshift assessed whether eBay was gaining share at Amazon’s expense through its mobile app and fixed 
pricing. We employed our pattern mining approach to establish sources in seven independent silos: 

1) Marketplace developers and e-commerce competitors (7) 
2) Industry specialists (5) 
3) Sellers and buyers using both Amazon and eBay (7) 
4) Amazon sellers and buyers (4) 
5) eBay sellers and buyers (4) 
6) Online poll (265 online buyers shoppers) 
7) Secondary sources (5) 

 
We interviewed 27 primary sources and identified five of the most relevant secondary sources focused on the e-commerce 
and m-commerce industries. We also conducted a SurveyMonkey poll of 265 online shoppers to determine their e-commerce 
preferences. 
 
 

Next Steps 
Blueshift will monitor the e-commerce and m-commerce industries to see which platforms are gaining and losing share. We 
will assess retailers’ and consumers’ reception to eBay Mobile and eBay’s fixed-pricing option and Google Shopping’s fee and 
placement changes. We also will gauge the potential of Amazon’s Locker program and its additional distributions centers. 
Finally, we will continue to follow eBay’s PayPal and its ability to fend off competition from Square. 
 

 
eBay Taking 
Share from 

Amazon  

eBay Fixed 
Pricing a Positive 

eBay Mobile’s 
Competitive 
Advantage 

Developers, Competitors 
   

Industry Specialists 
   

Sellers and Buyers of Both 
   

Sellers and Buyers, AMZN 
  

N/A 

Sellers and Buyers, EBAY N/A  
  

http://blueshiftideas.com/reports/111108MobilePOSPaymentsSlowtoTakeOffeBaySellersUsingAmazonandCraigslist.pdf
http://finance.yahoo.com/news/ebay-inc-reports-strong-second-201600695.html
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390443545504577567763829784538.html
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Silos 
1) MARKETPLACE DEVELOPERS AND E-COMMERCE COMPETITORS 
These seven sources said greater use of online and mobile shopping has created room for both Amazon and eBay. eBay’s 
recent changes and market share expansion have not been at the expense of Amazon. Also, eBay’s advantage of being first 
to market with eBay Mobile will be short-lived. Much praise was bestowed on Amazon, including for its status as the default e-
commerce provider, its efficient purchasing process and its large retail reach. Sources were mixed regarding Google’s effects 
on the online and mobile shopping markets. Two said Google Shopping would not hinder Amazon or eBay. Two others said 
Google would reshape the industry merely through its extensive user base and paid placements. However, another said 
Google’s policy changes to its paid placements would damage its position among sellers and search users. 
 
 Sales manager for an e-commerce software developer in San Francisco 

The market has plenty of room for both eBay and Amazon. eBay’s small updates are nice but “complicate the software.” 
eBay has many individual sellers and, therefore, appears less trustworthy. Amazon is more trusted because of its 
consistency and fulfillment rate. Amazon Lockers will be used by only 5% of 
consumers. Google is too late to e-commerce and will have little effect on the 
market. Mobile app software will continue to be developed. 

 “The mobile shopping app market is simply growing. eBay made market 
advancement in the mid-2000s, but eBay will not impact Amazon now. 
The two companies will just stay different. Both online and offline, there 
is a handshake of growth for everyone.” 

 “The little steps that eBay takes, like eBay Bucks, are nice. But they 
complicate the software, so you won’t see an eBay boom.” 

 “eBay is all about individual sellers. Amazon feels more [trustworthy] to 
consumers due to their warehouse technology. It is not perfect, but I’ve 
heard many good things about Amazon’s fulfillment. You have to 
decorate Amazon for consistency.” 

 “Amazon Lockers sound like a cool idea, but I don’t think they will 
scale. Most people have mailboxes or the bulk can get packages 
delivered to work. The Lockers will only cater to 5% of the people.” 

 “Google is too late in the e-commerce game, and they are not specialized in the e-commerce space. They will 
have little impact on the current market.” 

 
 Manager of operations development for a developer in Boston 

The market has room for both eBay and Amazon. eBay’s new online strategies will not affect Amazon because the two 
companies represent different online store types, but the innovations should help eBay and the industry in general. eBay 
still is building up its fulfillment services, but Amazon’s process already appears to be efficient. Amazon Lockers are only 
beneficial for inner-city pickups. Google may create little interest at first but eventually will affect both eBay and Amazon. 

 “Most likely there is plenty of room for both eBay and Amazon, as evidenced by retail.” 
 “eBay is basically an auction house, and Amazon is basically a big-box store without the store. eBay’s current 

strategies, and any new strategies, will have no impact at all on Amazon.” 
 “I’m not sure if eBay really ever had an edge over Amazon. They are two 

different types of people.” 
 “I would hope that marketplace innovations would impact both online 

shopping and eBay sales. Generally, if you roll out a new program, you 
hope that it will have an impact.” 

 “eBay doesn’t really have a fulfillment service yet, and Amazon has 
warehouses that seem efficient.” 

 “Lockers are really an interesting concept for inner-city pickups, where 
you can’t leave packages on the doorstep. But outside of that, I can’t 
say that they’d be useful.” 

 “Google is the 800-pound gorilla [that] now is a straight-paid sales place. At first it may hold less interest, but 
over time Google will impact both eBay and Amazon. Google usually does things pretty well.” 

The mobile shopping app 
market is simply growing. eBay 
made market advancement in 
the mid-2000s, but eBay will 
not impact Amazon now. The 
two companies will just stay 
different. 

Sales Manager 
E-commerce Software Developer in 

San Francisco 

Most likely there is plenty of 
room for both eBay and 
Amazon, as evidenced by retail. 

Manager of Operations Development 
Marketplace Developer 

http://pages.ebay.com/rewards/terms.html
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 CEO of an international online marketing company based in Richmond, VA 

eBay and Google each hold unique—but short-term—competitive advantages in online retail sales. The eBay advantage is 
in eBay Mobile, but competitors will be swift to offer similar services if demand grows. Google’s edge comes from its 
massive scale, but the company is risking significant brand damage and diminished consumer confidence by switching to 
preferred vendor placement in Google Shopping. Google search also could be compromised by alienating consumers and 
merchants alike. 

 “eBay will gain market share for their online and mobile business, but 
the overall size of the pie is growing at such a rate that it won’t impact 
Amazon or Google for very long.” 

 “The eBay mobile app will give the company a competitive edge for a 
short time, but they will not be the only mobile payment player. And you 
have to differentiate the kinds of purchases. I don’t see large-value 
purchases being adopted. Mobile users make small purchases of an 
imminent and immediate nature, like a book, but I don’t see a user 
using their cell phone to buy a high-dollar item.” 

 “Selling fixed-price items is not a good strategy for eBay, which is 
synonymous with auction. They may try to change how they become 
known for doing business, and it certainly won’t help them. I just don’t 
believe moving toward fixed-price offerings and trying to compete against the likes of Google and Amazon is a 
good idea. It also leaves them open to the risk of having their auction business attacked by competitors.” 

 “Certainly same-day shipping will help eBay gain market share. It doesn’t matter what platform or how your 
accessing a channel; same-day shipping is the way to go. And social networking features, on balance, are 
probably a good thing because this establishes commonality among existing customers.” 

 “Amazon’s fulfillment is superior because Amazon has control over virtually everything coming through their 
doors.” 

 “Google is walking a very fine line with its entire offering. Google is known to be a search engine, and people 
want to be able to trust the integrity of the results they’re getting. When you’re paying to get promoted, that 
detracts from the search engine integrity. I think Google is going to make a load of money for a while, but in the 
long run they may be jeopardizing their search engine services.” 

 
 CEO of an app development company 

eBay’s growth stems from its auction business but not at the expense of 
Amazon. Consumers are becoming more comfortable with mobile shopping, 
especially with more expensive items, and mobile apps will make ease 
consumers’ ability to bid in an eBay auction. eBay is trying to catch up with 
Amazon’s marketplace format. Consumers trust Google as a search tool but not 
for shopping, and Google will not affect the e-commerce market. Same-day 
delivery will narrow the gap between the online and store shopping experience. 

 “The growth eBay always talks about is in auctions overall. As far as 
mobile is concerned, in the case of eBay, it’s people just shifting to 
participating more and more in auctions via their phone versus actually 
taking share from Amazon or other online marketplaces. The good 
news for the overall mobile market is that people are getting more 
comfortable transacting for larger purchases, like cars, on their phone.” 

 “Amazon is eating eBay’s lunch with fixed-price items, so eBay had no 
choice but to go there. Why wait for an auction when you can just buy 
an item with a single click on Amazon? … I would guess that Amazon 
has now become the default e-commerce provider. … For eBay, mobile 
is just another way to participate in an auction versus generating new 
auction volume, which wasn’t previously happening on a PC.” 

 “I don’t think having the first mobile app gives eBay a market edge. 
Amazon now has mobile shopping apps and mobile sites. In the overall 
market, what’s changing is time spent with the mobile media at the 

eBay will gain market share for 
their online and mobile 
business, but the overall size of 
the pie is growing at such a 
rate that it won’t impact 
Amazon or Google for very long. 

CEO, Intl. Online Marketing Company  

The growth eBay always talks 
about is in auctions overall. As 
far as mobile is concerned, in 
the case of eBay, it’s people 
just shifting to participating 
more and more in auctions via 
their phone versus actually 
taking share from Amazon or 
other online marketplaces. The 
good news for the overall 
mobile market is that people 
are getting more comfortable 
transacting for larger 
purchases, like cars, on their 
phone. 

CEO, App Development Company 
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expense of PC time: 94 minutes with apps per day versus 72 minutes on a PC. That’s 2011 data, so I bet it’s 
even higher now.” 

 “It’s important to look at any innovations in this space from the perspective of different motivations. eBay is a 
friend of the brick-and-mortar merchant while Amazon has set out to kill brick-and-mortar merchants. In the case 
of geofencing, it is about driving real-world purchases based on location. I’m not sure it’s going to create a lot of 
sales growth momentum. Same-day was originally introduced by Amazon to narrow the gap between online and 
physical commerce experience. eBay is matching Amazon in this area.” 

 “Lockers are saving Amazon money over delivery to the home and continuing to disintermediate brick-and-
mortar retailers by providing goods to consumers quickly and in a place they can just stop by and pick up 
anything on their way home.” 

 “I doubt that Google Shopping will have any effect at all on eBay and Amazon market share. Consumers have 
been trained to go to trusted partners for different activities. Google is the trusted partner for search but not for 
online shopping; that is the purview of Amazon. eBay clearly has the corner on the auction model and is trying to 
swim up into Amazon’s space.” 

 
 Chief marketing officer for a retail app development company 

The market is growing and has plenty of room for both eBay and Amazon. The auction format is falling out of favor, and 
Amazon buying is much more efficient. Services, especially fulfillment, are important to consumers. Amazon’s fulfillment 
is very efficient, but eBay’s process may not be a game-changer. Now that Google charges retailers for product listings, 
consumers will be exposed only to those businesses willing to pay. 

 “The market is growing, and there is lots of room.” 
 “Auctions were more interesting when they first were launched. There was a scarcity of online products back 

then and not completely transparent pricing. Now people are more efficient with their time, and auctions are not 
as appealing.” 

 “With eBay, consumers have to do all the work as far as a product search. They’ve done all the work, and the 
consumer just needs to review the material. Say you want to buy a Canon; you have to look through all the 
individual listings in eBay and read them. It’s left to the shopper to do the homework. But Amazon makes it easy. 
Amazon is a much more efficient place to shop, unless the consumer knows eBay very well.” 

 “The services are important. They make a difference to the customer.” 
 “Amazon was structured when they first started selling. Amazon guaranteed services, but eBay didn’t.” 
 “Amazon really goes deep in how to deliver. They have shipping down pat. Amazon has done the tests. They 

have good customer relations, in part because of delivery. Fulfillment will not be a game changer for eBay.” 
 “eBay is more of a PayPal than e-commerce.” 
 “Having the first mobile app is not a real advantage. I know that eBay has been touting that, but it really doesn’t 

mean anything. There are so many great apps out now.” 
 “Google has recently shifted to retailers paying them to sell online. That means that consumers will only see 

retailers willing to pay. I think some will pay and some won’t.” 
 

 Mark Jensen of GetFoundFirst.com 
eBay’s competitive advantages with mobile payments and social utilities for 
shoppers will be short-lived because Amazon, Google, Microsoft and even 
Facebook Inc. (FB) are vying for greater market share. eBay faces challenges in 
changing consumers’ perception of the site as a lower-class venue for buying 
products. Amazon excels at customer service and reliable shipping—areas that 
eBay will need to improve to be a viable player in the fixed-price online 
marketplace. The source is bullish on changes to Google Shopping, which he 
believes will push higher-quality content from so-called “preferred vendors” to 
the top without causing public-relations damage to Google’s search product. 

 “eBay is disrupting the typical online sales cycle. It’s interrupting 
people in the product research phase. Before eBay had a mobile 
payment app, customers might research on eBay and then look on 
Amazon or Google for better quality or even a better price. Adding that 
mobile app has made it really easy for eBay to enter that market and 
close sales.” 

eBay is disrupting the typical 
online sales cycle. It’s 
interrupting people in the product 
research phase. Before eBay had 
a mobile payment app, 
customers might research on 
eBay and then look on Amazon or 
Google for better quality or even 
a better price. Adding that mobile 
app has made it really easy for 
eBay to enter that market and 
close sales. 

Executive, GetFoundFirst.com 

http://blog.flurry.com/bid/80241/Mobile-App-Usage-Further-Dominates-Web-Spurred-by-Facebook
http://www.wisegeek.com/what-is-geofencing.htm
http://www.getfoundfirst.com/
http://mashable.com/2012/09/27/facebook-gifts-2/
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 “This won’t impact Amazon and Google desktop users, but eBay may pick up share from mobile users who are 
typically Amazon or Google customers.” 

 “I predict Amazon and Google will come out with a mobile app by the first of the year. Google has Google Wallet, 
but that didn’t really go anywhere and I think they are retooling. Amazon is nearly there with Mobile Payments 
[Service], and Google within the next year will get on it.” 

 “eBay’s mobile payment app may give them a slight competitive advantage for now, but they’re just chumming 
the water for the big sharks like Amazon, Google and Microsoft [Corp./MSFT], which are always trying to get a 
piece of the pie. Facebook, I know, is dying to make their public offering better in the eyes of investors, so they’ll 
be making a lot of changes too. Lower- to middle-class is the brand image for eBay, so it’s not a high-class brand 
right now. They’ll have to overcome that perception to gain significant market share.” 

 “The eBay brand weight as an auction house is really heavy. Shifting from the consumer perception of auction 
and cheap stuff to high-end stuff is going to take a lot of money and time before they take any significant market 
share in fixed-price items.” 

 “The one-day shipping [eBay Now] will be a nice benefit for eBay 
customers, but I don’t know how much you can correlate that to 
marketplace influence. The social networking aspect is great, and eBay 
will have more success with it if they partner up with somebody like 
Facebook or another social-media site. It’s very difficult to create your 
own community. Getting the volume of clients for that is what will really 
create value.” 

 “Amazon isn’t just the largest store in the world but is also the largest 
collection of product reviews. eBay is competing with that. They need to 
create a really amazing review site that people can trust.” 

 “In terms of fulfillment services, I’ve had a lot of people tell me how 
amazingly fast Amazon is, but I haven’t had anybody say that about 
eBay.” 

 “I don’t see [Amazon Lockers] being a core offering but more of a side 
project that could potentially bring a small ROI. If anything, it could be a 
really great research project for them. It sounds like a test.” 

 “The group of Internet marketers that I follow and communicate with, we all like the changes to Google 
Shopping. Before that, the marketplace was flooded with crap. Now, will having these preferred vendors impact 
search, which is Google’s primary asset? I don’t think so. Successful advertising works when it answers a search 
user’s question. It doesn’t matter if it is a preferred vendor who pays for placement. By adding this element to 
the search engine for the Google marketplace, you’re forcing better quality content to the top. These will be 
legitimate companies with a sustainable model who can afford the advertising. Long term, the people who are 
successful will offer the ads and products that people want to click on. We are excited to see how these changes 
will work, and I think it will help our clients. Right now it’s inexpensive, but the prices Google charges are 
expected to go up around Christmas.” 

 
 Executive staff of e-commerce application development company 

The online shopping market is growing rapidly. eBay’s auction is good for a short-term strategy, but long-term growth will 
depend on the company’s ability to become more of an online marketplace. eBay initially had the first-to-market 
advantage with its mobile app, but consumers now are seeking a better shopping experience. 

 “Online and mobile markets are growing at an incredible pace, and that’s changing everything.” 
 “Auctions are a good short-term strategy to increase sales but not one 

that eBay can sustain for the long term. eBay’s brand is associated 
with auctions and getting the ‘best price’ for a product. Long term, it 
will really depend on whether eBay can shift its brand to be more of an 
online marketplace rather than an auction site.” 

 “Consumers now expect a good mobile shopping experience. While 
going out to market first gave eBay some advantages, it won’t lock out 
consumers from purchasing from other marketplaces.” 

 
 

The eBay brand weight as an 
auction house is really heavy. 
Shifting from the consumer 
perception of auction and 
cheap stuff to high-end stuff is 
going to take a lot of money 
and time before they take any 
significant market share in 
fixed-price items. 

Executive, GetFoundFirst.com 

Online and mobile markets are 
growing at an incredible pace, 
and that’s changing everything. 

Executive Staff  
E-commerce Application Developer 

https://accounts.google.com/ServiceLogin?service=sierra&passive=1200&continue=https://wallet.google.com/manage/?tab%3Dwa&followup=https://wallet.google.com/manage/?tab%3Dwa&ltmpl=wallet&authuser=0
https://payments.amazon.com/sdui/sdui/business?sn=devfps/mps
https://payments.amazon.com/sdui/sdui/business?sn=devfps/mps
http://www.engadget.com/2012/06/20/microsoft-brings-nfc-payments-and-loyalty-cards-to-windows-phone/
https://now.ebay.com/
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2) INDUSTRY SPECIALISTS 
These five sources said the boost in online and mobile shopping will benefit both eBay and Amazon. eBay’s mobile app and 
focus on fixed pricing may provide a short-term advantage, but other retailers soon will have their own mobile options. A 
marketing professor described eBay as a minor player in fixed pricing, and said it will need to significantly change consumers’ 
perception of the company. One source said Google Shopping may make some progress in online shopping, but two others 
said fee changes to Google Shopping may result in merchant pushback and a loss of consumers’ trust. 
 
 Managing editor of an e-commerce trade magazine 

Both eBay and Amazon will benefit from the growing mobile shopping market, which already is affecting store fronts. Only 
time will tell if eBay’s recent changes will help its market share. eBay’s Red Laser acquisition was a smart business 
move. Omni-channel retailing through synchronized web stores continues to grow. Strong fulfillment services are a must. 
The ShopRunner acquisition may strengthen eBay on this front. Amazon will need to ensure it does not lose revenue as a 
result of new distribution centers and sales tax pressures. Amazon Lockers is 
an innovative idea but may cater to a small user subset. 

 “Both eBay and Amazon will benefit from the growing market. The tide 
has been rising for everyone.” 

 “It will take awhile to look at the numbers and see if eBay’s changes 
will be making an impact.” 

 “I am really impressed with eBay’s mobile strategy. It was very smart to 
buy Red Laser and put a lot into it. That will help eBay. Amazon got 
really innovative as well. So much movement by consumers will 
continue growth.” 

 “Amazon took the lead in online sales, and consumers are responding. 
The sharper growth of online sales is already impacting stores. Online will keep growing, and stores will keep 
cutting back. Stores are now building omni channels through synchronized web stores, which gives the customer 
a voice.” 

 “Amazon can offer low prices. They get revenue by providing tech services, a cloud. Now eBay is getting into 
that. Selling tech is another source of income for them.” 

 “Up until now, Amazon had superior fulfillment services, and eBay had millions of individual sellers. Amazon now 
has Fulfillment by Amazon, a subsidiary. eBay bought GSI Commerce, which owns ShopRunner, to compete with 
Amazon. I’m wondering how eBay will connect with this, but they are making inroads.” 

 “Offering an auction and fixed-price items is a good strategy for eBay. 
There are only so many people who want to do auctions; you don’t 
always pay such a good price. I’m not sure if Amazon will do an auction. 
They are so big already.” 

 “Ten years ago, eBay looked like a flea market. No one really cared how 
they were doing. When Amazon entered the marketplace, they offered 
a good website. That was a wake-up call for eBay, which needed to look 
more professional. eBay also started to move away from auctions 
because people were tired of it. eBay sellers are now more 
professional.” 

 “Amazon is still investing in distribution. Customers want very fast 
delivery, and if Amazon has a physical presence, such as new 
distribution centers, then they must collect tax. The sales tax will go 
nationwide soon. However, if they invest so much in centers, then it 
may hurt their profits.” 

 “[Amazon] Lockers are innovative, but whether they are good for 
everyone remains to be seen. It takes away one hurdle for some people.” 

 “I’m not up on Google Shopping, but it may be the extreme search tool. Google is very savvy.” 
 

 Marketing professor at a New York City university 
eBay’s forays into the online market for fixed-price goods will benefit the company, but eBay Mobile will only be a short-
term benefit as Amazon and Google are expected to quickly implement their own systems. Shifting “slightly away” from 

Both eBay and Amazon will 
benefit from the growing 
market. The tide has been 
rising for everyone. 

Managing Editor  
E-commerce Trade Magazine 

Offering an auction and fixed-
price items is a good strategy 
for eBay. There are only so 
many people who want to do 
auctions; you don’t always pay 
such a good price. I’m not sure 
if Amazon will do an auction. 
They are so big already. 

Managing Editor  
E-commerce Trade Magazine 

http://redlaser.com/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Omni-channel_Retailing
http://www.shoprunner.com/
http://www.mediapost.com/publications/article/183841/the-omni-channel-approach-an-upgrade.html
http://www.gsicommerce.com/
http://www.shoprunner.com/
http://www.forbes.com/sites/robertwood/2012/09/08/californians-rush-to-buy-online-before-amazon-tax-hits/
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auctions to sales of fixed-price goods will help eBay go after the higher-end consumer market. Changes in Google 
Shopping may be met with pushback from merchants who now face higher fees. Also, openly listing “preferred vendors” 
may harm Google’s reputation as an unbiased source for comparison shopping. 

 “eBay’s online and mobile marketplace revenue growth is something you would tend to expect anyway. You have 
organic growth in that channel due to the increased use in mobile devices, especially the use of tablets for 
shopping. Our research shows people are more likely to follow through and actually buy when using their tablets, 
more so than when using smartphones.” 

 “I’m not sure mobile shopping apps will give eBay a long-term advantage. I do feel that will give them a 
competitive advantage in the short term, but I assume other competitors would be quick to adopt.” 

 “I would think eBay’s marketplace innovations would help them quite a bit. One of the deterrents to eBay has 
been shipping time and not always knowing what you are buying exactly from third-party providers. One-day 
shipping can only help. The ability to interact with other users will help them as well. I won’t say the eBay 
feedback tool is broken, but it seems most of their sellers have 100% 
ratings so buyer interaction with other buyers would help people make 
better buying decisions and ultimately bolster consumer confidence.” 

 “Buyers being able to interact privately with buyers may drive a better 
assessment of the buying experience and provide more realistic 
evaluations of sellers.” 

 “It’s clear people like the Buy It Now option on eBay, and that has 
expanded eBay to become a platform that more people were 
interested in using. However, they are still known as an auction site.” 

 “I know people who like both eBay and Amazon for different reasons. 
Amazon is a known quantity with short shipment times, while eBay has 
a significant subset of consumers looking for deals [who] thrive on the 
idea of winning an auction. It would be advantageous if eBay shifted 
somewhat from auctions.” 

 “The impact of changes to Google Shopping and whether it will benefit Google isn’t clear yet. It does appear that 
consumers will no longer be able to make a fair comparison of the lowest price for the same goods—only the 
lowest price for goods from companies that have paid Google to be there on the site. … A lot more will be 
required from merchants who want to participate in Google Shopping. Google is taking a commission on all 
sales, including add-ons and repeat customers. Google also wants merchants to use data feeds for their listings, 
which is time-consuming.” 

 “It will depend entirely on how convenient these [Amazon Lockers] are to get to. I don’t know the proportion of 
people who are unwilling to receive packages at their workplace, if not at home. Also, as for the convenience of 
a drop box, in many cities it’s not an issue, but in some places I can see that it might be useful.” 

 
 Marketing professor specializing in e-commerce 

Online and mobile shopping is growing. eBay’s mobile app, social media services and other innovations may help the 
company obtain a small slice of the online retail market in the short term, but the company’s greater challenge will be to 
deploy marketing strategies that can help it overcome its reputation as an 
auction site. Amazon remains the go-to place for online shopping based on an 
established record of consumer trust. Google’s changes in Google Shopping 
could raise questions about the real value of its search. 

 “Online and mobile shopping is simply growing, and I don’t see eBay 
carving out huge market share with mobile payment applications or 
changes to their business model.” 

 “eBay is looking for margins with the shift to fixed-price items. But if 
Amazon has that top-of-the line awareness as the go-to place, I can see 
eBay carving out only a small niche. Really challenging Amazon is going 
to be a lot harder. It’s a difficult marketing challenge for eBay, and it 
can confuse people who see the company as an auction site. I see 
eBay as a minor player in the online fixed-price marketplace.” 

 “Amazon has the brand equity as being the place to shop. I believe 
they are a threat even to Wal-Mart.” 

It’s clear people like the Buy It 
Now option on eBay, and that 
has expanded eBay to become 
a platform that more people 
were interested in using. 
However, they are still known 
as an auction site. 

Marketing Professor  
New York City University 

eBay is looking for margins with 
the shift to fixed-price items. 
But if Amazon has that top-of-
the line awareness as the go-to 
place, I can see eBay carving 
out only a small niche. … I see 
eBay as a minor player in the 
online fixed-price marketplace. 

Marketing Professor  
Specializing E-commerce 

http://pages.ebay.com/help/buy/how-buy-bin.html
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 “I don’t know that I’ve ever done business with eBay at all, but Amazon has always worked flawlessly. Amazon is 
the go-to guy, and I have absolute confidence they’re going to do it and do it right. Trust plays an extraordinarily 
large role in buying online, and Amazon has established that.” 

 “Most of the major players in online and mobile shopping are moving toward apps for mobile devices, so any 
advantage eBay has right now likely will not last.” 

 “For eBay, offering same-day shipping is certainly an attractive option. People want that instant gratification.” 
 “For some people [Amazon Lockers] could be a valuable service. The question is how many people would 

benefit. It might have a very limited appeal.” 
 “Google may be harming its brand with changes to Google Shopping. That’s happened before with other 

companies where they pushed too far and angered their client base. Search results are not as meaningful to 
consumers if companies pay Google to appear in those results with Google Shopping.” 

 
 Assistant professor of marketing for a business college 

eBay’s mobile app will help the company increase its share by keeping consumers on its platform for longer periods. The 
eBay platform both assists with and facilitates the transaction. All major players will follow suit. However, shoppers now 
can evaluate large amounts of data faster and more conveniently using mobile devices. The source wonders whether this 
greater transparency will spur sales growth and market momentum when it also could place competitors in a race to the 
bottom as they try to one-up each other on price. 

 “eBay creating a mobile app will cause some consumers to spend more 
time on its platform, while keeping these same consumers off 
competing platforms such as Google or Amazon. If executed correctly, a 
consumer spending time on a firm’s mobile platform or app will create 
financial benefits for that company while taking market share from 
other competitors. Mobile marketing initiatives continue to increase for 
good reason. A firm must look at the mobile consumer in two ways: 
mobile devices assisting in a purchase and facilitating a purchase. 
Approximately 85% of consumers who own a smartphone use the 
device in some capacity related to retail. Some of these consumers 
research product information while in a store or shopping online. The 
access to additional information assists consumers in their offline or 
online purchase decisions. M-commerce is estimated to exceed $30 
billion in the U.S. alone, an increase by about 500% between 2011 and 
2016. If a brand like eBay owns the mobile app or platform a consumer 
uses, it presents a greater opportunity to win over a consumer from a 
competing brand.” 

 “What the business landscape is experiencing with newer technologies 
such as geofencing, smartphones, ubiquitous connectivity, and social 
media is a shift in information asymmetry in favor of the consumer. For 
decades, firms enjoyed a powerful position over the majority of 
consumers by possessing access—and control—of information. It used to be too difficult or expensive for 
consumers to gain access to large amounts of information, such as the best price across several retail stores. 
These newer technologies are creating more transparency between firms and consumers regarding the access 
to information. … Constant transparency leads to easier comparisons of price, among other things. Firms trying 
to one-up each other risk slim margins.” 

 “Online fulfillment services must do, at minimum, these three things: deliver the correct product, deliver it fast, 
and avoid security or privacy concerns. From my dealings with eBay and Amazon, each excels along the three 
aspects. I don’t have enough experience with Google Shopping to form an opinion.” 

 “The world is shifting to a ubiquitous mobile environment. Any firm planning to succeed in the future must have 
a strong presence in mobile.” 
 

 Managing director of a mobile app consulting company in New York 
eBay and Amazon currently have equal market share. eBay eventually may lose market volume to Amazon, which works 
well with private sellers. eBay’s structure of fixed-price and auction items will not affect Amazon, and it will receive no 

eBay creating a mobile app will 
cause some consumers to 
spend more time on its 
platform, while keeping these 
same consumers off competing 
platforms such as Google or 
Amazon. If executed correctly, a 
consumer spending time on a 
firm’s mobile platform or app 
will create financial benefits for 
that company while taking 
market share from other 
competitors. 

Assistant Professor of Marketing  
Business College 

http://techcrunch.com/2011/06/17/forrester-u-s-mobile-commerce-to-reach-31-billion-by-2016/
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benefit from having the first mobile app. eBay’s new services will not affect the market but could benefit customers. 
Google Shopping may cut into the market but is still too new to accurately assess. 

 “eBay and Amazon are about the same in market share. eBay may eventually lose high volume to Amazon 
because of Amazon’s structure. Even small businesses now work with and sell on Amazon because Amazon 
presents private sellers well. And the consumers benefit.” 

 “Amazon has not been impacted by eBay’s fixed price and auction 
sales. There is not much money to be made in auctions, and Amazon 
will continue to sell set-price items.” 

 “Having the first mobile app is not an advantage. There are no gains. 
The shopping app alone is not an advantage. It is just a piece of the 
puzzle, but doesn’t solve the puzzle. There has to be something else, 
attracting customers, keeping customers.” 

 “eBay’s new services won’t affect the market, but from the user 
perspective, they may help. Geofencing may create faster delivery. 
Curated services is interesting. I’ve seen companies try to do it, and 
some are successful. But curation is tricky. It is hard to develop these 
special services from scratch; you have to acquire a company.” 

 “I’m not familiar with eBay’s fulfillment; I believe it is new. Amazon has 
a great fulfillment service.” 

 “I would be worried about the Google Shopping card. Google may 
create a conflict in the shopping cycle. But I don’t know much about 
their service at this time.” 

 
 
3) SELLERS AND BUYERS USING BOTH AMAZON AND EBAY 
Six of these seven sources think eBay will benefit from its fixed-price format, but only one source said the option will allow 
eBay to take share from Amazon. Another source views eBay and Amazon as becoming the same and has seen retailers 
doing business on both sites. Amazon was praised for being merchant-friendly and offering product descriptions, quick 
fulfillment and on-time delivery. eBay’s reputation is somewhat tarnished by its product description discrepancies, its flea 
market feel, and its lack of responsibility for products sold on its site. Also, its first-to-market advantage in offering a mobile 
app will be short-lived. Three sources discussed using Fulfillment by Amazon (FBA) services: One seller described FBA fees as 
too expensive, but another was satisfied with the service. The third source prefers to purchase a product directly from 
Amazon, but said FBA is better than fulfillment by seller. Two sources were positive about Google Shopping. One is ramping 
up his product selection on Google as a pre-holiday season test; the other uses Google Shopping to verify that he is getting 
the best price. 
 
 Marketing manager for an online cookware retailer on the West Coast 

This online retailer earns about $5 million in annual gross sales and credits Amazon for half of its business. Still, the 
source said eBay already is taking market share from Amazon. The retailer is in 
the process of setting up its own eBay storefront where it plans to sell inventory 
below MAP that has not moved on its own website. The source does not track 
transactions made through Amazon’s mobile app, but said customers do reach 
the cookware site through the app. He could not comment on eBay’s mobile app 
and its effects on eBay’s sales. This merchant also uses paid product listings on 
Google and said it has become an excellent revenue stream. 

 “We’ve been selling on Amazon for about five years.” 
 “We make about $5 million yearly in gross sales; 99.99% of our sales 

transactions are done online.” 
 “Amazon is half our business. Without Amazon, we would not be in 

business. You can’t avoid dealing with them.” 
 “eBay is definitely taking market share from Amazon. I think it’s already 

happening. Amazon’s goal is to sell everything. So as long as you can 
buy brand-new things on eBay, then you are taking business away from 

eBay and Amazon are about 
the same in market share. 
eBay may eventually lose high 
volume to Amazon because of 
Amazon’s structure. Even small 
businesses now work with and 
sell on Amazon because 
Amazon presents private 
sellers well. And the consumers 
benefit. 

Managing Director  
Mobile App Consultancy, New York 

eBay is definitely taking market 
share from Amazon. I think it’s 
already happening. Amazon’s 
goal is to sell everything. So as 
long as you can buy brand-new 
things on eBay, then you are 
taking business away from 
Amazon. 

Marketing Manager 
 Online Cookware Retailer, West Coast 

http://www.movablecontent.com/services/content-creation-curation/
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Amazon.” 
 “All our products are on Amazon. Amazon is a shopping place. Google isn’t really known as a shopping place. 

When people are searching within Amazon, there’s a possibility that they will find our products. When they are 
just searching on the Internet, it’s harder to find us. So, when you pay for ads with Google Product Search, it’s a 
lot easier for our products to show up. We can also do the same on Amazon: We can pay Amazon to advertise 
our products within Amazon.” 

 “I think eBay, Amazon, and Google are all very much competitors. In the end, they are all competing for eyeballs. 
When you add retailers that are paying to be listed in such a popular service like Google, you are guaranteed to 
be competing with Amazon. If you are doing search, Amazon’s search results are almost always first, but Google 
is kind of beating Amazon to that by putting ad results above them. With organic searches, Amazon is at the top, 
but even above those searches are Google results.“ 

 “Google has been a very consistent experience for us. We get at least two or three orders a day advertising on 
Google Shopping pay-per-click. That’s just with a very limited number of 
key words we put in there.” 

 “Right now we are in the process of setting up our own eBay storefront. 
The advantage of eBay is that you can sell items for below MAP pricing. 
We want to use eBay as place where we can sell discounted products 
that are not moving on our own website.” 

 “To sell our products, we use our own website, Amazon, and some free 
shopping panels like Google Shopping, [Microsoft’s] Bing Shopping, 
[IM2 Inc.’s] TheFind.com and social media. We also have a Facebook 
store where people can shop.” 

 “We used FBA for a while, but now we are selling our own inventory 
because FBA is too expensive. We have our own space, so why not use 
it?” 

 “We don’t track the Amazon mobile app transactions, but I would 
definitely say that people reach us through the Amazon mobile app. If 
you do any kind of search for any kind of product, Amazon is going to be 
the No. 1 result.” 

 “We’ve been using paid Google Product Listing since the end of July, and it’s been an excellent revenue stream 
for us. It’s not as good as Amazon only because we don’t have the same volume on Google as we do on Amazon. 
Google is pretty easy to control. With Amazon they take a cut of what we make, so that’s a big difference. Google 
doesn’t take a cut necessarily; you can spend what you want on it.” 

 “My theory is that Google moved to monetizing their shopping service because there are so many other sites out 
there that are also monetized. Google wanted to compete with those places and are maybe inadvertently 
becoming competitors of Amazon.“ 

 “I’m going to be ramping up our product base with Google as Christmas approaches. We’ll see how well we do.” 
 

 Amazon and eBay low-volume buyer and seller based in California 
This source does not believe either company’s sales will benefit greatly from mobile apps, which he said are difficult to 
use when trying to read product specifications and reviews. He prefers using a computer/laptop for transactions. Also, he 
does not trust eBay in terms of merchandise quality, but he appreciates Amazon’s merchandise and timely deliveries. He 
has successfully used Amazon’s FBA services and had no idea that eBay offered similar services. He believes eBay’s 
move into fixed prices will create more protection for sellers. 

 “I’ve been buying and selling online since 1999. I’m mostly a buyer on both sites. I buy from Amazon at least 
twice a month, and I buy from eBay about once a month. I have also tried selling on both sites. I’ve sold about 
150 items on eBay over the years and recently started selling items on Amazon.” 

 “When I want to be 100% sure about quality, I always go to Amazon. The quality is guaranteed. Delivery times 
are also very crucial for me, so at Amazon I can get second-day delivery for an item. On eBay it’s always kind of 
tricky; you don’t know when it will come.” 

 “I use eBay more if it’s not urgent and to buy an item that is pretty much a commodity—an item where fraud 
would not be involved. That also tells you something about my opinion of eBay. I wouldn’t dare buy something 
like a cell phone on eBay. It’s a very gray market for me.“ 

Right now we are in the 
process of setting up our own 
eBay storefront. The advantage 
of eBay is that you can sell 
items for below MAP pricing. 
We want to use eBay as place 
where we can sell discounted 
products that are not moving 
on our own website. 

Marketing Manager 
 Online Cookware Retailer, West Coast 

http://www.bing.com/shopping/search?q=shopping&FORM=L8SP10
http://www.thefind.com/
http://www.google.com/ads/innovations/productlistingads.html
http://www.efulfillmentservice.com/landing/ebay-shipping-fulfillment/?gclid=CKjHloDf77ICFQrhQgod2nUAaw
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 “My experience on eBay over the past year has been horrible. When it comes to eBay, there are simply too many 
people, both buyers and sellers, that have somehow blocked my selling. It’s very typical that when I put 
something up for sale, somebody actually buys the item, wins the auction, but then doesn’t pay and I cannot 
contact them. I’m sure what they are doing is a trick; they think you will relist at a lower price or something. … 
It’s very often the case that when you buy on eBay, you don’t end up with the item you thought you had 
purchased. It might be that something is used although it’s listed as new, or that it is not a true retail version of 
the product you thought you were purchasing. … I’m considering not using eBay anymore. I’m moving away from 
it and moving toward Amazon and buying and selling exclusively on Amazon.” 

 “I did have the eBay mobile app for a while when I had my iPhone, but 
when I switched to Android, I simply forgot about it. I never really used 
it. It’s not important for me. I’m always pretty close a computer, and I 
prefer to be in front of a computer when I do my transactions. … I don’t 
personally think it’s really convenient to browse either Amazon or eBay 
on my smartphone. It’s simply too cumbersome to go through all the 
product reviews.” 

 “The future of both companies is really not on mobile. … If you can 
quickly type in that item, then you can use a mobile device, whereas for 
researching, it’s just too slow. I don’t think it creates a competitive 
edge for them.“ 

 “It might be the case that eBay has some mobile systems for power 
sellers where you can do some scanning or photography.” 

 “I used Amazon’s system recently in which you use a barcode scanner 
when you want to do a mass sale, but there was nothing available to 
use your smartphone to complete the task. You have to get a regular 
barcode scanner for it. For Amazon, the answer is probably that mobile 
is not even an advantage for a seller.” 

 “The fixed-price choice on eBay is going to shift the company more 
toward the business area that Amazon has. Maybe later on, one can imagine that eBay will start warehousing 
these items just like Amazon does. I think it’s very important that eBay is moving away from auctions and more 
into fixed price.” 

 “I have used fulfillment by Amazon, and it’s very good if you have a lot to sell. The funny thing is that I didn’t 
know that there was a fulfillment service offered by eBay, so I cannot comment on that one. I used Amazon 
fulfillment to gain a competitive advantage when I was selling used iPhones. I was the only seller listed that 
could offer Amazon Prime shipping. From my home, I scanned all my items, printed out barcodes and put them 
on my iPhone boxes, printed a shipping label and paid about $5.50 to send them off to Amazon. About four or 
five days later, they were checked into inventory and popped up on the Amazon’s website and sold over the next 
few days. I will use it again if I have more than one item at a time to sell.” 

 
 Director of e-commerce marketing for an electronics retailer in the Midwest 

eBay has not grown. The source’s privately held company has over $100 million in yearly online sales of new products; it 
has an eBay storefront and also sells on Amazon. The source reported doing more business with Amazon than with eBay. 
Products are sold directly from the source’s warehouse. 

 “We are not seeing any growth in eBay right now.” 
 “eBay does about 10% or less of the business that Amazon does for 

us.” 
 “We’ve had an eBay storefront for about five years. It’s worth the cost. 

It’s all automated, so it’s not that much effort to keep it going. The hard 
work was integrating in the beginning. It’s really not that much work.” 

 “We are selling authorized, brand-new merchandise, and I think the 
perception of eBay is still as an auction site where used stuff is sold by 
individuals, not actual companies. Anybody looking for something new 
is going to go to Amazon as opposed to the eBay auction site where 
now retailers can list up against the average Joe selling out of his 
garage. But it’s just not the place to be for new products.” 

The fixed-price choice on eBay 
is going to shift the company 
more toward the business area 
that Amazon has. Maybe later 
on, one can imagine that eBay 
will start warehousing these 
items just like Amazon does. I 
think it’s very important that 
eBay is moving away from 
auctions and more into fixed 
price. 

Amazon & eBay 
Low-volume Buyer & Seller, California 

We’ve had an eBay storefront 
for about five years. It’s worth 
the cost. It’s all automated, so 
it’s not that much effort to keep 
it going. The hard work was 
integrating in the beginning. It’s 
really not that much work. 

Director of E-commerce Marketing  
Electronics Retailer, Midwest 
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 “We have not seen any increase in sales for our store since eBay rolled out their mobile app.” 
 “We just see [eBay] orders come in. I don’t think they are designated mobile.” 

 
 eBay and Amazon buyer in Maryland 

Shopping on Amazon has been reliable and easy to do. A purchase experience with eBay turned sour, with 
misrepresented product quality and an auction process that was less than ideal. 

 “I dislike eBay because sellers can be misleading with information and photos. I bought a pair of shoes once 
that were described as ‘worn only once.’ From the photos, they looked like they were in good condition. 
However, upon receiving them, clearly they had been worn more than once. They were scuffed and falling apart. 
But the nice thing is, if you do receive anything on eBay that doesn’t match the description the seller has, you 
can fill out a survey and rate the product. This information can be seen on the seller’s public profile.” 

 “I had a bad experience with bidding, and I didn’t enjoy the process. And when I did win, I had a bad experience 
with getting items that didn’t meet the description. Plus, I don’t have time to sit around and make bids.” 

 “eBay just isn’t the place I automatically think of to go to shop.” 
 “I have brand loyalty to Amazon since they’ve always met my needs and expectations. It’s also easy to use.” 
 “I pretty much stick to Amazon because I’ve never had any problems with them. Also, my account has my credit 

card, billing and shipping address saved, so I don’t need to have another account to remember. That’s really 
convenient.” 

 “I’ve used Amazon’s FBA and was pleased with the service. I didn’t have any problems with it and would 
continue to use it. It was very easy and reliable.” 

 “I don’t use mobile apps. I typically don’t find the need to purchase something while I’m mobile. It can wait until I 
get home.” 

 
 eBay and Amazon buyer in Maryland 

eBay is a viable option now that it is focused more on fixed-price items. eBay’s 
heavy use of PayPal for payment is a deterrent for potential shoppers who do 
not want to set up an account. Shopping on Amazon always has been a good 
experience. Etsy Inc. is an attractive marketplace for handmade, unique items. 

 “I don’t use eBay that often, and when I do, I usually have someone 
else with a PayPal account order it for me and I just pay them back. I 
don’t like the idea of having to sign up for a PayPal account, which 
would connect to my bank account, just to be able to buy something off 
of eBay.” 

 “eBay’s fixed-price products are something I would be more interested 
in buying than their auction products. I am just not the type of person 
who enjoys auctions. I don’t want to wait around until the end of the 
auction just to see if I won it or not. I’d rather just buy it immediately.” 

 “I use Amazon for pretty much everything. … It’s usually the cheapest 
place to buy stuff online anyway.” 

 “I don’t use mobile apps to shop with, but I do think that if eBay is 
actually getting more shoppers that way, it’s probably because people 
in general are using mobile apps more often.” 

 “I like things that are handmade, well made and artistic. So if I’m looking for something more unique online, I go 
to Etsy and see what people have for sale there. I feel like Etsy does a better job of showcasing the individual 
sellers and stores than eBay does. eBay always seems really impersonal.” 

 
 eBay and Amazon buyer in Florida 

Amazon is the clear favorite because it guarantees product quality and offers reliable customer service. eBay’s improved 
mobile app has not lured buyers away from Amazon or other competitors. 

 “I use Amazon because they have free shipping on orders of $25 or over, they have tons of products, and they 
stand behind their products. I also like Amazon’s super-low prices. They’re almost always cheaper than 
anywhere else. Their customer service and no-hassle returns are a major selling point too. If they send you 
something and it doesn’t work, they will send you another one.” 

eBay’s fixed-price products are 
something I would be more 
interested in buying than their 
auction products. I am just not 
the type of person who enjoys 
auctions. I don’t want to wait 
around until the end of the 
auction just to see if I won it or 
not. I’d rather just buy it 
immediately. 

eBay & Amazon Buyer 
 Maryland 

http://www.etsy.com/
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 “I always comparison-shop when I use Amazon. In fact, last night I went to Amazon to buy a cell phone case. 
After I found the one that I wanted, I went to the manufacturer’s website to check out their price for the same 
product. Then I used Google Shopper to verify that I was getting a good deal that I was comfortable with. I 
ultimately bought the case from Amazon.” 

 “I don’t like not being able to call and speak directly to someone at 
Amazon. They don’t have a phone number on their website. You have 
to email customer service, and then someone sends you back a 
canned response that sounds like a robot wrote it.” 

 “My first choice when shopping is usually to buy [directly] from 
Amazon, and second to buy from a seller on Amazon with FBA. My last 
choice is to buy from Amazon from a seller where the order won’t be 
fulfilled by Amazon.” 

 “I don’t like eBay because they’re not responsible for the product if I 
buy something and it doesn’t meet my standards. eBay seems much 
less of a legitimate store than Amazon.” 

 “eBay is a kind of flea market. I feel much more assured that I’m 
buying a quality product from an established, reputable business than 
from some random person at the flea market.” 

 “I wasn’t aware of eBay’s move to fixed-price items. This would probably lead me to shop there in the future, and 
would get me to browse their website because it fixes the issue of auctions.” 

 “I don’t like auctions because it can take days before you win and it can be hard to get a good bid in. I would 
rather take the less hectic route of just buying the item right away at a price that I feel makes the item a good 
deal.” 

 “I wasn’t aware of eBay’s fulfillment services. This would address another reason that I like Amazon better by 
hopefully legitimizing the products sold on eBay. I like Amazon’s FBA service. It assures me that I won’t be 
purchasing knockoff Mach 3 razor cartridges or a knockoff watch.” 

 “eBay won’t be taking buyers from Amazon through their mobile app. While both sites offer sellers a place to sell 
their products, Amazon also directly sells products and fulfills orders of sellers, which allows it to have much 
more consistent product lines.” 

 “I like using Google Shopper for finding low prices when I know what particular item I want to buy. I typically 
don’t use it to buy the items in the end because many of the sites seem like businesses that would be hard to 
work with if I needed some customer assistance. I use Google Shopper to find the lowest price and compare 
with prices from sites that I feel are safe and have good customer service.” 

 “The major disadvantage of Google Shopper is similar to eBay in that they do not [directly] sell the product but 
link you to several websites that offer it.” 

 “An advantage of Google Shopper is that it leverages Google’s strong search engine and delivers relevant results 
based on low prices.” 

 
 eBay and Amazon buyer in Northern California 

The two online companies are becoming one in the same and are frequented by a lot of the same sellers. The source did 
not have an opinion about eBay taking share from Amazon. Fewer bargains are available on eBay than in the past, likely 
because of the growing number of brand-name storefronts on the site. She uses both the eBay and Amazon apps and 
especially enjoys the flexibility of shopping through eBay. 

 “When I was going to junior college, I was an assistant buyer at Macy’s, 
and I remember seeing the invoices and what things actually cost. Then 
I was working at U.S. Customs where you have to declare what the true 
value is and I realized how much retailers are marking things up. I 
remember the invoice from Armani going through U.S. Customs. The 
Armani pants costs about $200 each to make, but they sell them for 
over $800. It was then that I said I was never paying full price.” 

 “I’ve noticed the same sellers both on Amazon and eBay. They’re 
becoming one. It’s the same thing.” 

 “You are not getting as good a bargain as you used to on eBay because 
a lot of the retail shops are there now and they have retail prices, at 

I wasn’t aware of eBay’s move 
to fixed-price items. This would 
probably lead me to shop there 
in the future, and would get me 
to browse their website 
because it fixes the issue of 
auctions. 

eBay & Amazon Buyer 
Florida 

I’ve noticed the same sellers 
both on Amazon and eBay. 
They’re becoming one. It’s the 
same thing. 

eBay & Amazon Buyer 
Northern California 
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least for the items I’m looking for. That wasn’t the case five years ago. It’s going to become another Amazon.” 
 “It’s been over 10 years since I’ve been shopping on eBay. My online buying process is that I’ll research the 

product, then I’ll look it up on eBay and then I’ll go to Amazon. I compare both of them. Ninety percent of the 
time I find what I want on eBay.” 

 “I use any method on eBay—auction, Buy It Now, whichever is going to give it to me the item at the cheapest 
price. I like eBay’s flexibility.” 

 “I use the eBay app on the iPad and on the smartphone if I want to monitor an auction that is going to expire. 
Usually the majority of the time I’m using the eBay app on the iPad at home. I buy fewer than 50 items a year.” 

 “I use Amazon’s app too. I like the variety of things I can buy on Amazon, and I love the reviews. I buy a lot of 
shoes on Amazon.” 

 “I pay close attention to the rating system on eBay. If a seller has anything less than a 98% or 99% rating, then I 
won’t buy from them. I’ve never had a negative experience buying on eBay. I think that’s because I pay such 
close attention to a seller’s rating.” 

 “I also buy quite a lot of books on Half.com [owned by eBay] for my high school student. I’ve been buying from 
them for years.” 

 
 
4) AMAZON SELLERS AND BUYERS 
Three of these four sources offered positive opinions on eBay’s fixed-pricing option. One said eBay is well positioned against 
Amazon, and is considering setting up an eBay storefront. The other two believe eBay will benefit from offering fixed pricing 
but will not affect Amazon’s share because of the latter’s low prices, product review content and loyal customer base. eBay’s 
image is hurt by its dealings with individual sellers. Mobile apps and mobile sites are part of the future, and Amazon’s app is 
of particular value because of its consumer reviews. One source who also uses Google Shopping said the site is taking off but 
expensive. She will be closely monitoring the return on advertising spending through Google. 
 
 Amazon buyer located in California 

This source does not have much trust in eBay and dislikes the inconsistency 
among its individual sellers in terms of returns and shipping. However, he does 
appreciate eBay’s unique merchandise. He uses Amazon’s app quite often for 
its product reviews when trying to make a purchase decision. 

 “I’ve been buying from Amazon for at least eight to 10 years.” 
 “I trust Amazon more than eBay. I don’t know who the sellers are on 

eBay, what their return and shipping policies may be. It seems like it’s 
an individual sort of thing. On Amazon, I know what my terms will be. I 
don’t have to think about it for every purchase. It’s hard to know who 
you are dealing with on eBay. It’s not a consistent experience.” 

 “I go on eBay very occasionally. If you are looking for something really 
unique, you can find it on eBay.” 

 “I don’t think people are rushing to eBay because they think there’s 
this great mobile app that allows them to do stuff.” 

 “I actually use Amazon’s mobile app quite a bit. I think I use it partly 
because they have reviews. So even if I’m going to purchase 
something in the store, I will check Amazon reviews for it.” 

 “The Amazon mobile app also gives you the price. So many times the 
price on Amazon is $20 cheaper, especially if you are looking at electronics. … You check the price on Amazon, 
you might end up ordering it from Amazon. It’s what the Wal-Marts and Targets hate; they become a showroom 
for Amazon. … I would never check eBay for a brand-new product that I’m looking for at the store.” 

 
 E-commerce director of an online cookware equipment retailer 

Amazon brings in about 5% to 10% of this company’s overall sales, but the retailer is discussing creating an eBay 
storefront as well. eBay is positioning itself well against Amazon by improving its product assortment. She cannot track 
where Amazon transactions originate but believes consumers are less compelled to download apps if a mobile-supported 

I trust Amazon more than eBay. 
I don’t know who the sellers are 
on eBay, what their return and 
shipping policies may be. It 
seems like it’s an individual 
sort of thing. On Amazon, I 
know what my terms will be. I 
don’t have to think about it for 
every purchase. It’s hard to 
know who you are dealing with 
on eBay. It’s not a consistent 
experience. 

Amazon Buyer, California 

http://www.half.ebay.com/
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website also is available. Google Shopping fees are quite expensive; the 
source’s company will begin pulling products from Google Shopping if goals for 
return on advertising spending are not met. 

 “We’ve been on Amazon for several years; I think we are in our fifth 
year. We are seeing growth on Amazon. It’s a strong performing 
channel.” 

 “I would estimate that Amazon is 5% to 10% of our sales. We look at 
Amazon as an affiliate. It’s our largest affiliate. Amazon doesn’t drive 
traffic to our site. The entire transaction is done on Amazon.” 

 “We do not discount our items. The majority of items are MAP. We 
respect the MAP, and we don’t price below it. That’s the main reason 
we have not considered eBay because we view it as discounter. There 
are mixed sides within our company as to whether we’ll actually launch 
on eBay or not. Because eBay has been growing its storefront 
presence, there’s an opportunity to position regularly priced 
merchandise to the eBay community. Even though the eBay community 
is very deal-oriented, they are also savvy online customers. … I sit in the 
camp that thinks eBay would be a good expansion for us to try.” 

 “eBay could take market share from Amazon. They are positioning 
themselves well. Trying to get well-known brands onto their site is an 
excellent strategy. … Amazon is pretty well anchored in, so it’s not going 
to be an easy battle. But I think some of the changes eBay is making in 
terms of its product assortment—making it broader and not always the 
second-hand, discounted stuff—will attract a similar audience that 
Amazon attracts.” 

 “When a manufacturer makes something, it’s rare that they will discontinue it, so there’s usually not a lot 
overstock with our assortment. Our particular product assortment is not well suited to an outlet mall concept.” 

 “Google Shopping’s Product Listing Ads are absolutely taking off and doing very well, but the price tag 
associated with it is high. Google will have to be evaluated just like any of our other channels. We didn’t see a lot 
of growth in the Google Shopping channel when it was free, but we also weren’t paying for it. Now that we are 
paying for it, we have to watch closely that the growth is giving us the 
return that we need. … I’m seeing good response, but if the return on 
advertising spend isn’t there then we will start to constrain our product 
feed. It’s rare that we turn off the product feed completely, but we 
constrain it to those items that are either trending seasonally or have 
enough margin that we can afford to bid a little bit more on.” 

 “Google Shopping is very costly. It’s quickly coming up on the ranks to 
my paid search budget, and that doesn’t necessarily make me happy. 
… I don’t see customers going much to Google Shopping, so Google 
Shopping as a marketplace is different. Product Listings Ads being 
incorporated into the listing results isn’t really Google Shopping. Google 
Shopping as a marketplace is a place you go to browse all items and to 
do your shopping. So, if you can make the leap to say that they are 
curating the assortment they show on a query so that you don’t have to 
spend as much time looking within Google Shopping, perhaps then they 
do deliver good results and they have a lot of data to power their 
results.” 

 “We can’t track the mobile app orders through Amazon. I am finding 
less of a drive to download new apps when the mobile websites are 
there and you can access them easily without having to go through an 
app. [We do] not have an app; we have a mobile website.” 

 
 
 

eBay could take market share 
from Amazon. They are 
positioning themselves well. 
Trying to get well-known brands 
onto their site is an excellent 
strategy. … Amazon is pretty 
well anchored in, so it’s not 
going to be an easy battle. But I 
think some of the changes 
eBay is making in terms of its 
product assortment—making it 
broader and not always the 
second-hand, discounted 
stuff—will attract a similar 
audience that Amazon attracts. 

E-commerce Director  
Online Cookware Equipment Retailer 

Google Shopping’s Product 
Listing Ads are absolutely 
taking off and doing very well, 
but the price tag associated 
with it is high. Google will have 
to be evaluated just like any of 
our other channels. We didn’t 
see a lot of growth in the 
Google Shopping channel when 
it was free, but we also weren’t 
paying for it. Now that we are 
paying for it, we have to watch 
closely that the growth is giving 
us the return that we need. 

E-commerce Director  
Online Cookware Equipment Retailer 
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 Amazon buyer in Boston 
Amazon has streamlined the buying process and made it very convenient for its customers. This has attracted a loyal 
customer base, including city dwellers who value having items shipped to their home. Customer reviews on Amazon are 
another selling point to potential buyers. 

 “I don’t have a car to go drive places to pick up things I need or want. With Amazon Prime, the shipping is free, 
and in my case the subscription cost has already paid for itself in the amount of free shipping I’ve gotten. 
Recently I bought a 40-pound window air conditioning unit from Amazon, shipped for free. It was a much better 
option rather than hauling it with me on public transportation.” 

 “I put a lot of value in customer reviews, especially if I’m shopping for something where there are lots of options 
for buying. Amazon usually has several reviews for most of their products. I feel more confident about buying 
something that someone else has purchased and been satisfied with.” 

 “Fixed-price item sales might be the only reason some people would start using eBay in addition to Amazon. 
However, Amazon’s pricing is very good, and Amazon reviews give them an edge over eBay.” 

 “Amazon customers aren’t likely to be affected by eBay’s focusing on fixed-price items. Amazon customers are 
pretty loyal, especially Amazon Prime customers since they are paying for that service.” 

 “The use of online and mobile shopping is just probably growing overall. I actually just had a conversation the 
other day with some coworkers about how much they hate shopping in stores. Sometimes it’s hard to go when 
stores are open, and if you go on weekends, it’s really crowded. A friend of mine only goes to the grocery store to 
buy perishable items and orders all other food on Amazon Prime.” 

 “The popularity of Amazon among my friends might also be due to the fact that we live in a metropolitan area 
that makes it difficult to cart around large purchases if you use public transit.” 

 “I’m not really up to bidding on things. I just want to find what I want and purchase it at a good price.” 
 “I’m originally from the Midwest, and there are some things I can’t seem to find out here that I could at home. I 

can always find them on Amazon.” 
 “I have not used any mobile apps for shopping with Amazon, eBay or Google. I typically buy things at home in my 

apartment, and not when I’m commuting or otherwise out of the house.” 
 “I have a Kindle, and I’m also a patron of the public library. The library lets you check out ebooks, and when you 

do, they just show up on your Amazon account. Then you can easily add it to your Kindle.” 
 
 Amazon buyer in Nashville 

eBay seems to have gone out of vogue. Auctions are less likely to retain customers regardless of offering a mobile app. 
Most buyers prefer a fixed-price transaction over an auction. Amazon provides only fixed-price transactions and has 
succeeded in offering an experience that fosters customer loyalty. 

 “I prefer Amazon over eBay because I prefer to buy from businesses 
and not from individuals. I trust that businesses will be more timely 
and not lose my stuff.” 

 “I haven’t used eBay in a really long time. I remember that I didn’t like 
bidding for my stuff from other people. I don’t prefer to buy things from 
auctions anyway, and I don’t like buying from people that I’m unfamiliar 
with unless I really want the product or have some other compelling 
reason.” 

 “I don’t particularly dislike auctions. I just don’t get excited about them 
the way some people do. I’m also pretty busy and don’t have the time 
to spend checking prices and making bids throughout the day. I’d just 
rather buy something and know that it’s coming and be done with it.” 

 “eBay’s reported increase in revenue is probably due to the fact that online shopping is increasing overall. … If 
it’s true that eBay is stealing revenues from Amazon, it’s probably not a large amount.” 

 “Fixed-price items are easier and faster transactions. [eBay’s focus on fixed-price items] probably has impacted 
Amazon’s revenues a little, with a few previous exclusive Amazon customers now purchasing from both eBay 
and Amazon. I doubt too many people are using only eBay now just because they have more fixed-price items.” 

 “I have only used Amazon’s mobile app to check on customer reviews for products I’m interested in but not to 
purchase anything. I’ve never used eBay’s mobile app, so I can’t compare the two.” 

 
 

I prefer Amazon over eBay 
because I prefer to buy from 
businesses and not from 
individuals. I trust that 
businesses will be more timely 
and not lose my stuff. 

Amazon Buyer, Nashville 
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5) EBAY SELLERS AND BUYERS 
Two of these four sources said eBay’s fixed-pricing format will provide a boost to the company. The two other sources did not 
comment on the fixed-pricing option. Antiques, specialty items and one-of-a-kind items are eBay’s strongest product 
categories. eBay has been hit with numerous complaints, including about its high fees, recent search changes, and its 
tendency to side with buyers in a dispute. Two of the four sources have used and like eBay Mobile. A third source said the app 
will have little influence on the sale of specialty items. 
 
 Top-rated eBay PowerSeller based in Colorado 

This source does not receive data from eBay regarding the origins of a customer’s transaction, so he was unable to 
comment on the potential of eBay’s mobile app. However, he does use eBay Mobile to access his account while away 
from home, and said it has given him an edge on responsiveness and customer service. Overall, he is unhappy with the 
expenses involved in selling on eBay, but believes he has no other choice. 

 “I’ve been selling on eBay for 13 years. I started with a couple of items that didn’t sell at a yard sale. I’m retired, 
and this is my full-time job. Most of the items I sell are preowned. During the winter months I sell about 80% 
clothing, and during the rest of the year I’m selling about 50% clothing. I sell about 2,000 items a year and make 
about $60,000 in gross sales.” 

 “It’s a full-time job doing eBay, and it would be too frustrating to work 
through different venues and have different sales going out from 
different places. I’m a one-man band, so I can’t play two venues at one 
time.” 

 “I can only speak as an end user of the eBay mobile app. … I don’t get 
any data that says what type of device people are using when they 
make a purchase. [The eBay app is] helpful. I made a sale last night 
while I was out at dinner. I saw that I got an offer on an item, then I 
went to the app on my phone, reviewed the offer and made the sale. I 
don’t buy with my eBay mobile app; I only sell with it.” 

 “eBay doesn’t make it cost-effective to do auctions. I use auctions only 
if I’m unsure of the value but know it has potential, like an antique 
item. I’ve got a bunch of Legos on this week; the prices are all over the 
market. I might put them up at auction to increase viewership. I try to 
mix it up a bit. But generally, what works for me is the fixed price with a 
Best Offer. It’s economical.“ 

 “You can put Buy It Now, Immediate Payment. But that can limit your purchasing activity because sometimes 
people will buy on Thursday and can’t pay until Friday, but they don’t want to miss it.” 

 “We still buy on Amazon; my wife mostly buys DVDs there. I personally don’t like Amazon because they always 
show a generic photo. … I’m selling expensive suit jackets right now, but even on an $8 pair of pants, I put five 
to eight photos up. On Amazon, I never get to see exactly what I’m buying, and their descriptions are kind of 
mundane, short and generic. I’m just not happy with Amazon overall. I don’t feel like I’m dealing with an 
individual. I feel like I’m dealing with a company that just slaps the stuff up there. I don’t have confidence in 
buying anything used from Amazon.” 

 “Fulfillment by eBay is good if you have a million size-32 jeans or 400 coffee pots. My stuff is unique. … I don’t 
have two of the same thing. My inventory is always in flux. I would never do [fulfillment by eBay].” 

 “I’m not happy with eBay. I think their fees are astronomical, but I really don’t have any other choice. If I had a 
brick-and-mortar shop, then I would have to pay a lease on every month, whether or not I sold anything. This is a 
better alternative because I only pay rent when I sell something.” 

 
 Longtime eBay buyer and seller concentrating on the antiques and collectibles market, based in California 

This source uses eBay’s mobile app and believes it gives the company a strong edge in the sales of antiques and 
collectible paper and coins. The source has used the app to research and to make purchases. eBay’s competitors in this 
niche field are other auction houses such as Lyn Knight Auctions and Heritage Auctions but not Amazon. 

 ”I’ve been using eBay for about eight years.” 
 “I’m involved the niche market of antiques and noncirculating paper and coin currencies. The items I buy are 

unique and are sold widely on eBay. You can’t find these items on Amazon.” 

I’m not happy with eBay. I think 
their fees are astronomical, but 
I really don’t have any other 
choice. If I had a brick-and-
mortar shop, then I would have 
to pay a lease on every month, 
whether or not I sold anything. 
This is a better alternative 
because I only pay rent when I 
sell something. 

Top-rated eBay PowerSeller, Colorado 

http://pages.ebay.com/sellerinformation/sellingresources/toprated.html
http://pages.ebay.com/sellerinformation/sellingresources/powerseller_benefits.html
http://new.lynknight.com/LK/
http://www.ha.com/c/index.zx
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 “Other than eBay, I’ve also been working with other auctions houses, such as Lyn Knight and Heritage.” 
 “I’m very active on eBay. I’d rather go through one channel of marketing. It’s easier for me to manage buying 

and selling and keep up with the market on eBay. There’s more traffic in my field on eBay, and I’m very 
comfortable going through transactions on the site.” 

 “I had a bad experience as a buyer; the seller was a crook. I returned an item and the seller said the box was 
empty upon return. … I couldn’t do much about it. But since then, eBay has changed some policies, so these 
types of occurrences are covered.” 

 “The majority of the time eBay protects the buyer. Sellers have to do everything to satisfy the buyer. Sellers are 
encouraged to accurately describe products, to post many photos, and to have real-time interactions with 
customers. But this could be a real drawback for sellers because a buyer can give you a hard time. … 
Sometimes eBay gets involved and closes your account. There are more checks and balances, but people still 
take advantage of the situation.” 

 “The name of the game these days is mobility. If you have a smartphone and the eBay mobile app, often times 
it’s very handy. When I go to antique shows or auctions, I often need real market value for an item that I don’t 
know of at the top of my head. I use the smartphone and the eBay app to see what people are paying. … I’ve 
been able to make a better decision whether an item is a good buy.” 

 “The mobile app is really worthwhile. I haven’t used the mobile app for selling; I use it for research and for 
buying transactions. I’ll use it behind the traffic light or at a restaurant. There was one item I purchased during a 
… soccer match. It was an auction item, and I had to do a ‘sniper’ purchase. I do this a lot.” 

 “I use all transaction methods on eBay. I place bids on active bidding items. I also make offers. If an item is 
reasonably priced, I’ll buy it at fixed price.” 

 “eBay is leading in my niche field, but I don’t know how this impacts Amazon.” 
 “I know some sellers who like to use eBay’s fixed-price option because they don’t have time, they don’t like to 

communicate back and forth with buyers. For some sellers, they use fixed price because English is not their first 
language.” 

 
 eBay merchant based in the northeastern United States 

eBay’s recent reports of increased revenues leave some eBay sellers baffled as individual store sales via eBay have been 
relatively low. eBay merchants of unique or specific products have not found a viable place elsewhere to sell their wares 
and make a significant profit. Updates in programming code for both Google and eBay’s search engines have affected 
search results, often to the detriment of merchant sales. 

 “I sincerely dispute eBay’s claims of increased sales. I am in an eBay 
group on Facebook, and many of the group’s members are Platinum 
[very high volume] sellers and their sales have tanked. There are many, 
many, many sellers on eBay complaining that their sales have dropped 
significantly. I can’t see how more sales are coming via mobile app 
when everyone I talk to is way down in sales.” 

 “I know many eBay sellers that have been able to sell more of their 
products on Amazon.” 

 “September, for me, was the worst sales month I have had this year. 
Much is due to eBay changing search code.” 

 “There are a lot of unhappy sellers on eBay who, like me, are stuck 
because Amazon doesn’t have the venue I need. I have tried other 
auction-based or artisan-type sites, but they do not get the visibility of 
eBay and Amazon.” 

 “I don’t sell on Amazon because I sell one-of-a-kind, vintage items, and 
there is not a venue on Amazon for that.” 

 “I used to use Google and its shopping link to price my sales items. 
Then Google changed the way people could search for vintage, one-of-
a-kind items. Now my items no longer show up in Google’s search 
results.” 

 “I do use Amazon to purchase items for myself. I have no complaints 
as an Amazon customer.” 

 “I do not use any mobile apps, and haven’t used Amazon’s fulfillment services.” 

I sincerely dispute eBay’s 
claims of increased sales. I am 
in an eBay group on Facebook, 
and many of the group’s 
members are Platinum [very 
high volume] sellers and their 
sales have tanked. There are 
many, many, many sellers on 
eBay complaining that their 
sales have dropped 
significantly. I can’t see how 
more sales are coming via 
mobile app when everyone I 
talk to is way down in sales. 

eBay Merchant, Northeastern U.S. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Auction_sniping
http://pages.ebay.com/help/sell/searchstanding.html
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 Previous small-scale eBay merchant, based in the Midwest 

Some sellers of antique or unique items still find eBay an effective venue. However, the market for these highly 
specialized items is small and possibly decreasing. eBay’s mobile app may not be as effective as expected. 

 “I don’t think eBay is taking buyers from Amazon. Online shoppers are probably buying more from both. Both 
companies have a powerful name that attracts online buyers.” 

 “I used eBay during a time when Amazon was just starting out, and I didn’t know a lot about [Amazon as a 
company]. Also, most of the items I bought and sold were more unique and wouldn’t have been something that 
people would go to Amazon to get.” 

 “I currently still use Amazon to buy things, but unique and historical items aren’t necessarily sold on Amazon as 
much as on eBay.” 

 “When I first started on eBay, it was before fixed price was a big deal. When I think of eBay, I think of just the 
auctions. 

 “I hardly ever use eBay anymore.” 
 “I prefer the fixed price over the auction because then I don’t have to wait a day or two to find out whether I’d 

actually purchased something or not.” 
 “Being able to offer both auctions and fixed-price items makes eBay potentially a more attractive option than 

Amazon to buyers. I’m not sure it’s really affected Amazon. Amazon already has a specific buyer base, and it 
won’t fluctuate based on what eBay does.” 

 “When I think of eBay’s customers, I think of an older crowd that isn’t necessarily as technologically advanced. I 
think of people older than myself, who wouldn’t make purchases on a mobile platform. So I’m not sure how 
attractive eBay’s customer base would find a new and improved mobile app. I just don’t see those types of 
people making that many mobile purchases.” 

 
 
6) INTERNET POLL OF ONLINE BUYERS AND/OR SELLERS  
On Sept. 13–15, 265 eBay and Amazon users responded to Blueshift’s SurveyMonkey poll. Seventy-eight percent prefer 
using Amazon for online transactions, and 71% plan to increase their online shopping this holiday season year to year. Only 
21% have used Google Shopping, and yet 61% of all respondents think Google can challenge Amazon and eBay. 
 
 Which online shopping site do you prefer? 
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 Will your online and mobile shopping increase, decrease or remain the same this holiday season compared to last 
holiday season? 
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 Do you think Google can challenge eBay and Amazon in the online and mobile shopping industry? 
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Secondary Sources 
eBay has partnered with an e-commerce solutions company that can help SMBs manage and expand their businesses. Online 
shopping is expected to grow 20% this year, driven primarily by two additional shopping days between Thanksgiving and 
Christmas. Because of a major shift toward mobile shopping, Amazon and eBay now rank No. 1 and No. 2, ahead of Apple 
Inc. (AAPL). Google Shopping now charges for improved product listings. eBay will be conducting an advertising campaign to 
promote its online shopping and mobile shopping platform, and will use TV, print and social media. 
 
 Oct. 4 Herald Online article 

eBay has partnered called Ordoro, an e-commerce solutions provider for SMBs. Ordoro’s software streamlines backroom 
business operations. 

http://www.heraldonline.com/2012/10/04/4313519/ordoro-and-ebay-join-forces-to.html
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 “This new partnership will bring efficiencies to small and medium-sized online retailers by allowing them to 
consolidate many of their back office operations into a single solution.” 

 “Ordoro’s web-based software solves multiple e-commerce pain points at once, including order and inventory 
management across multiple storefronts, product shipping, and dropshipment routing. By bringing these 
solutions together in a single interface, Ordoro helps etailers save time and streamline operations so they can 
focus on growing their businesses.” 
 

 Oct. 2 article on All Things D 
Online shopping is expected to grow by 20% this holiday season in part because of two additional shopping days between 
Thanksgiving and Christmas. Mobile and social media shopping are not expected to be big sales drivers for e-commerce 
retailers despite the attention being generated by the media and some online shopping platforms. 

 “Online shopping should be a bright spot during the holidays this year, with sales expected to grow by 20 
percent compared to 2011. But it’s not what you may think. Sales are forecast to increase because there are 
two additional days between Thanksgiving and Christmas this year, giving consumers more time to shop than 
they had last year” 

 “What’s more, the report said that retailers will see very little impact from people making purchases on mobile 
devices like phones and tablets, or on social media sites like Facebook or Pinterest, even though there’s a lot of 
hype surrounding those two areas.” 

 “EBay is one of the most vocal companies in breaking out the impact of mobile. It told AllThingsD recently that 
its mobile applications have now been downloaded 100 million times. Furthermore, it is projecting sales on 
mobile devices to hit $10 billion, which is double what it did last year. That roughly pencils out to 16 percent of 
the company’s revenue, if you base the calculation off of last year’s gross merchandise volume.” 

 
 Sept. 27 MyHermes article 

A study of U.S. mobile shopping revealed that Amazon experienced 49.6 million mobile shopping visits in July. eBay had 
32.6 million, and Apple attracted 17.7 million mobile visitors. These findings denote a major shift in consumer behavior, 
and retailers will have to adjust to be successful. eBay and Amazon are expected to see continued m-commerce growth 
in the UK as well. 

 “A report released by comScore showed that Amazon was the top 
retailer for Americans using mobile phones to shop online in July this 
year, with some 49.6 million visitors. This number represents 47 per 
cent of all smartphone owners.” 

 “With 32.6 million mobile browsers in July 2012, eBay was the second 
biggest retailer for this particular market ahead of Apple, which 
attracted 17.7 million visitors.” 

 “Mark Donovan, comScore senior vice president for the mobile 
channel, said the growth of this particular market has brought about a 
‘pronounced shift’ in consumer behavior. He stressed that the trend is 
too significant for retailers to ignore, with those companies that adapt 
most effectively to the new business environment the most likely to 
succeed.” 

 “Amazon and eBay can expect to see ongoing growth in the UK mobile 
commerce sector if their British operations follow recent trends in the 
US, new research suggests.” 

 
 Sept. 11 Mashable Business article 

Only paid listings will appear in Google Shopping beginning in October. Google expects to expand this change to Europe 
and Asia next year. It also will add more services for merchants, including the ability to offer specials. This is viewed as a 
direct competitive move at Amazon. 

 “In late May, Google announced that it would be reorganizing its Product Search results, which appear on 
searches at google.com … and at google.com/shopping, based on paid listings. Previously, search results were 
entirely organic, unaffected by the amount retailers were spending with the search giant. At present, both free 
and paid listings appear under Google Shopping results.” 

The growth of this particular 
market has brought about a 
‘pronounced shift’ in consumer 
behavior. The trend is too 
significant for retailers to 
ignore, with those companies 
that adapt most effectively to 
the new business environment 
the most likely to succeed. 

MyHermes Article 

http://allthingsd.com/20121002/e-commerce-will-grow-again-this-holiday-but-dont-thank-mobile-or-social/?reflink=ATD_yahoo_ticker
http://allthingsd.com/20120924/ebays-mobile-momentum-100m-app-downloads-100m-items-listed/
http://www.myhermes1.co.uk/news/amazon-and-ebay-lead-us-mobile-retail-market-801457296.news
http://mashable.com/2012/09/11/google-shopping-to-switch-to-paid-model-in-october/
http://mashable.com/2012/05/31/google-overhaul-shopping-service/
http://www.google.com/shopping
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 “Come this fall however, only paid listings will appear in Google Shopping results in the U.S. (and in Europe and 
Asia next year). Results will still be ranked largely by relevance, ‘with bidding as an additional factor,’ a Google 
spokesperson said. Natural results will still appear below sponsored results on google.com.” 

 “Eventually, merchants will also be able to market special offers in Google Shopping results as well.” 
 “Google is no doubt hoping that if it improves the quality of its product search results, shoppers will make 

Google—rather than Amazon—their first stop for online shopping. In a Forrester survey of 4,000 U.S. shoppers 
released in July, more than twice as many said they began researching their last online purchases at Amazon 
(30%) versus Google (13%).” 

 “Perhaps the most obvious sign that Google is trying to compete with Amazon is its Google Trusted Stores 
program, introduced in April, which is designed to make shoppers feel more secure when making online 
purchases from smaller merchants whose names they might not recognize. Customers of those merchants will 
be eligible for purchase protection for up to $1,000 from Google. They’ll also be able to see ratings for delivery 
times and customer service, a la Amazon’s ratings system for Marketplace merchants.” 

 
 Sept. 6 post on eBay Ink Blog 

eBay will conduct a U.S. advertising campaign in 18 markets between September and November to promote making 
immediate purchases of new to hard-to-find items on a smartphone or a tablet. The campaign also will include print and 
social media. 

 “eBay North America unveiled three new television commercials in the next phase of its successful ‘When it’s on 
your mind, it’s on eBay’ campaign. This year’s version aims at the aspirational shopper.” 

 “The commercials, which began airing Sept. 5 and will run through Nov. 18, emphasize that buyers can find the 
new designer and electronic goods they want on eBay for immediate purchase, using a smartphone or tablet. 
The updated tagline is, ‘From the new to the hard-to-find, when it’s on your mind, it’s on eBay.’” 

 “The fully integrated ad campaign is launching in 18 markets in the United States across multiple channels, 
including print and social media.” 

 
 
 

Additional research by Renee Euchner, Megan Cott, Steve Evans and Liana Mortazavi 
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